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FOR LIFE INSURANCE 
AND ANNUITIES 
SEE .. 
• 
GEORGE M. BECKER 
Manager 
Home Office Branch 
1 King Street North 
Waterloo, Ontario 
LUTHERAN BROTHERHOOD 
LEGAL RESERVE LIFE INSURANCE 
It takes $40,000 to 
provide $1 00 per month 
from 3 % interest. Saving 
only $235 a year from 
age 25 - 65 will provide 
the same income at age 
65 plus $ 10,000 insur-
ance to age 65 . 
Garfield Raymond 
86 Norman Ave. 
Ted Weber 
712 Edna St. 
Waterloo, Ont. 
Ph. SH 5-4427 
Kitchener, Ont. 
Ph . SH 2-8897 
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RECORDS 
FOR ALL TASTES 
e CLASSICAL 
• COMPLETE OPERAS 
e FOLK MUSIC 
e JAZZ 
Exceptionally Large 
Stock Always Carried 
Telephone Record Dept. 
SH 5-8232 
Carl Heintzman 
Limited 
245 King St. W. Dunker Bldg. 
Phone SH 5-9815 
Loose Leaf Books - Stationery 
Fountain Pens School Books 
Kodaks & Films 
JAIMET'S 
BOOK STORE 
42 King St. W . SH 2-4409 
10 King Street West 
112 King St. West 
AA VON SMOKE SHOP 
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TOBACCOS, CIGARS and CIGARETTES 
MAGAZINES and PAPERS 
Compliments ... 
HOGG FUEL AND 
SUPPLY LTD. 
KITCHENER - WATERLOO 
Compliments of ... 
P. HYMMEN CO. LTD. 
158 King St. W ., Kitchener 
Compliments of 
PLYWOOD SUPPLY CO. 
King Street 
Compliments ... 
WASHBURN'S 
Men's Wear 
16 Ontario St. S. Kitchener 
THE UNITED LUTHERAN 
PUBLICATION HOUSE 
Religious Books- Church Supplies 
Clergy and Chair Vestments 
Gifts and Mottos 
237 King W . Phone SH 2-9620 
KITCHENER 
Waterloo Ontario 
OSWALD'S 
BOOK STORE LTD. · 
Far all your ... 
... stationery needs 
20 King St. E., Kitchener 
THE Y.W.C.A. 
e DANCES - Square & Round 
e GYMNASTICS 
e CRAFT CLASSES 
e SPARE TIME ACTIVITIES 
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e.~?!h' .· · Acil 
.. ' . ' 
RETAIL: 66 QUEEN ST. SOUTH 
WHOLESALE: 675 QUEEN ST. SOUTH 
Compliments of . .. 
TWIN CITY LAUNDRY 
LIMITED 
Cleaners & Launderers 
• 
SHerwood 2-8338 
• 
24 Gaukel Street 
Kitchener 
Compliments of . . . 
BOND CLOTHES 
KITCHENER 
SHOPPING PLAZA 
Free Parking 
Compliments of . . . 
GEO. LOBSINGER 
APPLIANCES 
Your R.C.A. Dealer 
Re::ords Portables Phonos 
TV Radios 
196 King St. W., Kitchener 
Phone SH 2-8305 
Students are invited ta jain the mare than 43,000 Waterloo County 
citizens with Savings Accounts at . . . 
Kitchener 
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NUMBER TWO 
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John Erskine 
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J. D. ~lue 
Bernie Stein 
John Colombo 
15 TORQUE-ROOM TALLIES ...... Joe Rees & Clifford Coultes 
18 FROM NATURE AND HER OVERFLOWING SOUL I HAD 
RECEIVED SO MUCH THAT ALL MY THOUGHTS WERE 
STEEPED IN FEELING (Wordsworth) ... . .. Jimmie Jones 
20 WHERE NATURE IS SOVEREIGN ................ Jimmie Jones 
23 LOOK WHERE I WAS LAST SUMMER . . Reo Grant 
27 WAVES 
28 ASSE ANDASSININE 
29 VALUES 
31 EULOGY TO A THRONE 
T . J. Webster 
Leslie Check 
Manfred Erdman 
Richard Moss 
32 THE TRAIL OF THE BLACK WALNUT ...... G. E. Reaman 
34 THE INDISCREET CONFESSIONS OF A NURSE 
36 THE RIGHT TO LIKE WHAT I LIKE 
38 A LETTER FROM HOME 
LITERARY 
ART & LAYOUT 
Lynn Noecker 
Arn Stover 
Clyde Wentzell 
John Hilborn Jerry Hughes 
John Colombo Sally Simpson and Scott Cushnie 
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Published by the students under the auspices of the Board of Publ ications 
WATERLOO COLLEGE, WATERLOO, ONTARIO 
"Authorized as second class mail, Post Office Department, Ottawa." 
~rom the €ditor • • • 
Not all of what we know about the birth of God has come to us through 
the sacred scriptures. For the perpetually pious spirit of man has always plumbed 
the pulse of his own personality for the intricate designs that are necessary to 
further embellish the already resplendent holy words in the books of God. 
This attempt by man to record with feeble voice and faltering fingers the 
intracies of that instant in time, when man first felt his strange but unique re-
sponse to the descent of the divine into the everyday lives of everyday people, has 
become a tradition in itself. And curiously too, man ' s questing spirit has even 
anticipated this theophany and portrayed its breathless, pregnant expectancy with 
consummate artistry. 
All of this traditional lore of past ages portrays, in ceremonial terms at 
least, this one perennial drama that is of small historical though great personal 
importance. But the tangible result has always been a tragic one of imperfection, 
and even today-after nineteen hundred and fifty-six nails upon the cross-the 
essence remains, unphrased and incomplete. 
But there is always the hope that man will someday recognize the in-
comp/etedness of the created expression and will atone for it by transforming him-
self, through the throes of some greater glory, and will cry with the people of the 
tradition for its fulfillment-
0 God, let there come a time when a new star of hope will gleam 
in the universal night, a star of radiant righteousness and understanding 
justice-
and will rejoice with the people of the way in its appearance. For such a star, a 
blaze of light and love, has arisen and will never set. 
Let us pray that, by ra1s1ng our tired eyes unto this star of the firmament, 
we may transform the lesser glory of ourselves into the greater glory of God, and 
that. through this divine radiance we may be illumined by its serene splendour, 
its hallowed brilliance and its boundless beauty of a million suns. 
JL e;~k. 
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<0ut of the micl11ight ck)! a great claw11 broke, 
cA11cl a ooice ci11gi119 flocclecl uc with co11g. 
"911 ':Daoicl'c cit)! wac ~e bor11," it ca11g, 
"cA Saoior, ehrict the 'f!._orcl ... " 
John Erskine 
crl1errv ettri~tma~! 
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THE HIDDEN GLORY . PASTOR TEIGEN 
And she gave birth to her first-born son and wrapped him in swaddli ng 
clotnes, ond laid him in a manger, because there was. no place for them in the inn . 
The Gospel According to St. Luke, 2 :1 -14 . 
In spite of vicissitudes, persecut ions and vastly different cultures through 
which the Church has passed in two thousand years, her traditions may be regarded 
as quite impressive. For the church, providentially blessed wit!-! at least o relative 
peace and o fair amount of prosperity, this is even less on except ion. 
Our perspective is apt to be coloured by the lesser or the greater glory of 
such o tradition. Therefore we ore likely to glance obliquely at the prominent 
theme of humility and poverty that provides the setting for the nativity of our Lord . 
We must push aside centuries of history, if this is ~ossible, and we must, 
for o moment, look past the great cathedrals, pageants, festivals, not to mention 
the intensively organized activity of the _contemporary chruch, in order to perceive 
the quaint charm of that first Christmas. 
It is nat improper to do this because, for one thing, the birth of Christ is 
one among many other events, including the crucifixion and resurrection, to which 
the church owes her very existence. For another thing, the qualities of humility and 
meekness are traits widely admired and are the marks of true greatness. Where 
could these be more vividly exemplified than in the Gospel of Christ's birth? 
But look more closely at the immediate scene from the revered Christmas 
Gospel. 
" Swaddling clothes", "manger", "no roam in the inn" ... these terms 
convey so graphically the unmistakeable language of the unpretentious. One can-
not help but wonder about Caesar, Herod, Quirinius, the local religions and civil 
authorities. For instead of notables we find shepherds. 
Still, however, paradoxical as .it might seem to the reason, here is a scene 
of glory! For here is the illustration of "the hidden glory" within-
One is immediately reminded of a Christmas song service. At the front of 
the nave a large painting stands, its details hidden in the semi-darkness. Then, as 
the choir tells the Christmas Gospel , the rheostat gradually illumines the painting 
with a warming, bright cheerfulness. Now we see it. This is the scene of the 
Bethlehem. True, it is a symbol, and the lights soon fade away, true-but it can-
not, it must not be so, with the reality which that painting, only dimly, rep resents 
in the manger scene. 
For listen to the angels' song, 
" I bring you good news of great joy which will come to all the people; for 
to you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour, who is Christ the Lord." 
This is the only one real and lasting , splend id hope which can enlighten 
mankind and the individual, with the magnificent glory. " Christ in you the hope 
of glory. Amen." 
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<:lte Weathers 
... J. D. BLUE 
November 1956 has been splendid football weather, thought First Lieu-
tenant Kenneth Moore, but here, in the ward-room of " H.M.S. Hunter", the 
football games seemed very remote. 
Moore, First Mate of the "Hunter", a twenty-five hundred ton Tribal Class 
Destroyer, looked about the wardroom and smiled to himself. The crew of this ship, 
though newly joined, would soon become a closely-knit, hard-fighting unit under 
the capable officers lounging around him. Guns and the Navigator were quarrelling, 
quietly, about how this mess in Egypt would go. Guns, a grizzled veteran of World 
War II, was a produce of Whale Island. He loved his pop-guns, as he called them, 
more than his wife, and heaven help the man who fouled a breach, or missed a 
firing sequence. Guns was a garrulous, weathered sea-dog, in direct contrast with 
Evans Newton-Smythe, the Navigator. 
Newton-Smythe was a soft-spoken, easy-going lanky man in his early 
twenties. He had come from a wealthy family and was easily recognizable by his 
drawl as a graduate of Oxford. He was n:Jw a Rese rve Officer, and had been called 
up when Nasser had seized the Suez Canal. He had been about to take a trip to 
Italy but he did not seem at all perturbed to have his plans disrupted like this-
in fact, he seemed to be enjoying the whole affair . 
Moore, who was thirty-four, with a wife and daughter living in a small flat 
near the Navy Yard in Portsmouth, had joined the navy in '42 and had progressed 
through a series of ships, large and small, the "Hunter" that now ploughed grace-
fully through the blue Mediterranean, keeping a submarine station to the star-
board quarter of the carrier "Glorious". 
Suddenly the voice-pipe shrilled and Moore heard the calm voice of Com-
mander Edward Richards, the Captain of the "Hunter", ordering him to the bridge. 
Richards was sitting on the bridge stool, holding a signal unnoticed in 1-:is 
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hand when Moore arrived. He returned Moore's salute with a preoccupied wave of 
his hand, and motioned Moore into his sea cabin, just before the bridge. 
Once inside, he sot down, handed Moore the signal and, still without 
speaking, waited for Moore to read it. An offical dispatch from the Admiralty, 
"TO ALL SHIPS, MEDITERRANEAN FLEET - HOSTILITIES WITH EGYPT 
COMMENCE, 04 :30 HOURS: ALL SHIPS PROCEED AT BEST SPEED TO POSITION 
K." 
"Well, Sir! What do you make of that?" asked Moore. 
" I'm afraid that's not my business," replied the Captain after a short 
pause. "By tomorrow morning we will be escorting a troop convoy from Cyprus 
to Suez that-" 
With that the Captain was interrupted by a Yoeman of Signals who ex-
claimed, "Glorious' making signal, Sir!" 
" Thank you, Medley," said Richards, and he turned quickly to the bridge 
to watch the signal flags run swiftly up and down the halyards of the " Glorious". 
"Acknowledge," he told the Signalman, and turning to the Helmsman, 
said, "Ring full speed ... ten degrees left standard rudder." 
He stood a moment, watching, as the "Glorious" and the " Hunter", along 
with the other ships of the squadron, executed a unit turn to port, then strode to 
the ship's lannay. 
"Attention! This is the Captain speaking! As of 04 :30 hours tomorrow, 
hostilities with Egypt commence. I don't know how long it will last or whether or 
not we will see fighting , but I have never seen a war yet that didn ' t involve a 
great deal of destroyer action . If we do fight, I know that you will all conduct 
yourselves in the tradition of the Royal Navy." With that he concluded and nodded 
to Moore, who was standing by the alarm button. "Ring Action Station," he snapped. 
The shrill clarion of the siren echoed from end to end of the ship, and 
instantly it was tranSferred into a bee-hive of motion with men racing to their 
stations, pulling on life belts and helmets. 
Various parts of the ship began to report ready and Captain Richards nodded 
with approval as the whol e ship reported within a near record time. But Guns, 
leaning over the bridge combing his hair, looked down on the fo rward turrets and 
grunted, " Three and a half minutes .. . I' ll close 'em up in three if I have to drill 
them until Nasse r grows a beard!" 
Richards smiled and said, " Guns, you wouldn't be happy if they closed 
up in one minute flat, and hit a target with the first salvo!" 
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"No Sir! Not unless it was dead center!" 
As night was coming to an end, the Captain ordered the crew to stand up, 
ordering Moore, who was in charge of the watch, to take charge . "I'm going below 
number one," finished Richards. "Call me if I' m needed.:' 
Moore watched as he dropped down the companion and then looked up to 
the brilliant stars, at the gratings around him, at the dim bulk of the "Glorious" 
off to the port. He reflected. "We'll need you, Captain," he thought-" Tomorrow 
we'll need you, and may· God help us all .... " 
The song of the sober man 
o o o BERNIE STEIN 
He was eating soap the people· said 
' Twas not his custom 
He liked sardines 
Goops of 'em. 
Why? He kept them 
In his pocket 
And put them in his locket. 
Although he .did not smell like roses 
He was an attraction 
For local cats 
Flying bats 
Crawling snats 
Gliding shots 
Whooping blags 
Curdled hags 
And other members of clubs 
Who liked fish 
Better than beer 
Or soap. 
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RECENT 
AND 
READABLE 
sense and symbol: a review by John Colombo 
Ph ilosophy in a New Key: A Study in the Symbolism of Reason, Rite, and Art, 
by Susanne K. Longer (New York: Penguin Books, 1942). 
Women often write important books, but seldom important philosophical 
ones. Susanne K. Longer, however, is a happy exception, for her book, Philosophy 
in a New Key, is both important and philosophical. 
As the title and subtitle of her volume imply, Ph ilosophy in a New Key is 
on analysis of the methods that man employs to interpret the world about him. 
This process of interpretation and expression through symbols is called, simply 
enough, "symbolic transformation", but the different interpretations that can be 
attached to these symbols, and the whole process in general, makes his term con-
fusing enough, particularly since the results of these expressions greatly affect all 
of man's future actions, concepts and choice of symbols. Although these terms and 
theories did not originate with Mrs. Longer, and since she adopts them only slightly 
to her broad historical thesis, Ph ilosophy in a New Key is important because it is 
precisely what its title indicates-a new "key" to the recent developments in 
philosophy, and a textbook "study" of what has been concluded about its logic. 
The history of man to Mrs. Longer is the history of man's ideas and his 
expression of them. The gigantic edifices of man's thought, the philosophies of all 
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epochs, are seen as descriptions of man's ever-widening experience and his in-
cipient awareness of the "fundamental assumptions" that automatically interpret 
his experiences for him and construct his concepts, both of which are operations 
that control his future actions and condition his future inquiries. These basic pre-
judices about the world are called "symbolic modes" and are to be found in all 
places and in all times influencing "not only science, but myth, analogy, 
metaphorical thinking, and art." In fact, "every epoch-making new insight, springs 
from a new type of symbolic transformation ." 
The history of philosophy to Mrs. Langer is man's "current attitude to the 
world" clashing violently with his " new horizons of experience". Using this 
dialectical method of interpretation, Mrs. Langer continues to trace the history of 
philosophy, the history of man's thinking as it develops in the main stream of 
Western philosophy, from Tholes and the ancient Greek festivals to Professor 
Toynbee and Semantics. The steps and arches along the way of this gradual develop-
ment are a barrage of questions, each question of which is more complex and 
embarrassing than the last to this curious, questioning clothespin-like creature 
called man. 
Mrs. Langer holds that while the early Greeks questioned the composition 
of the cosmos, their one-mindedness was diverted by the Sophists, of whom 
Socrates was a familiar exa mple, that succeeded in questioning the value of this 
problem. Aristotle and his intellectual successors thoroughly exhausted all the 
possible answers to the Sophists' question and eventually the theme was dropped . 
The early Christian thinkers posed their own questions with the problems centering 
around sin and salvation . This dilemmo, according to Mrs . Langer, was answered 
first by Aquinas and then by Luther, but it was completely ignored by the rapidly-
increasing body of philosophers called the Cartesian thinkers. These men, who 
claimed the intellectual arenas of the Western world until almost the twentieth 
century, were concerned with the distinctions between the world of inner experience 
and the world of outer form . Their questions bothered the thinkers up to our own 
day, but the great developments in science and techn0logy related it to an un-
important position after the philosophies of pragmatism and logical positivism. 
Today, Mrs. Langer concludes, is a new epoch that is concerned with the 
operation of the psyche, the inner life of the Cartesians, and its expression through 
a scheme of symbols. In short, the "generative ideas in the history of thought" , 
after manipulating the minds of men for twenty-five hundred years, have been 
discovered and observed while working in the mind of man the observer. 
Hand in hand with this dialectical development of philosophy and history 
is the study of man as a "symbol-using" creature. Mrs. Langer quotes numerous 
sources to show that man alone has this strange capacity to wield symbols, the 
functioning of which satisfies an "elementary need " in man . The intellectual 
achievements of men throughout the ages-the rites, rituals, magical acts, con-
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scious and unconscious mythologies, propositions and thearies-<Jre construed to 
be the direct result of man's use or misuse of symbols. Even human gestures and 
human movements are interpreted as symbols in the Freudian sense, and the life of 
man, in a much wider view, is conside red to be one gigantic symbol representing 
the ineffable. 
Although the study of this gramma r of life would be a fascinating trajectory, 
Mrs. Lange r reso lutely continues with her thesis. She analyzes the meaning behind 
symbols, signs, "propositional functions" and Gestalt psychology, only to conclude 
that the language of man is o unique and flexible mediu m, "the most momentous 
... and the most mysterious product of the human mind ." Her inquiries into the 
origins of speech show that, since there is no such thing as a primitive language, 
the human mind naturally sees nature through a complicated series of symbolical 
syntactical forms . 
Speech to Mrs. Langer becomes another distinguishing feature of man . 
Since primitive man had the abil ity to use embe llishments and metaphors, he was 
able to retain and communicate nebulous images that would otherwise have been 
lost as tenuous abstractions. Even before the advent of written symbols, primitive 
man chiseled his personifications into stone and carved them into wood when he 
found that oral transmission was faulty and not sufficiently objective. Although 
writing soon replaced this vivid form of transmission of images, writing increased 
man's "myth-making" capacity by allowing hi m to express what formerly was 
beyond the power of static symbols or signs and carvings. Mrs. Langer conculdes by 
finding traces of the unphrased frustrations in primitive man that suggest that he 
could not draw close distinctions beween himself and the world about him . 
Although Mrs. Langer's Philosophy in o N ew Key gives a fascinating and 
novel method of interpretation of philosophy, logical positivism and genera l seman-
tics, her book is seriously impaired by the lack of an adequate and standardized 
vocabulary. In addition to prolixity ambiguity of terms, Mrs. Langer's book fails 
to stress the importance of individual words as pivoted points about which man's 
thinking has revolved. Finally, she has overlooked the distinctions between individual 
languages, like the "culture-bound" Chinese, the "timeless" language of the Hopi 
Indians and the "multi-polar" Oriental languages. However, if Mrs. Langer were 
to deal with oil these points, her book would necessarily be expanded into a library 
of reference material. As it is, Philosophy in o New Key is short and readable. 
All in all, Mrs. Langer's book does expound her initial thesis that a change 
in "symbolic transformation"-that is, a change in symbols-does affect human 
life and does radically change human history. In fact, Philosophy in o New Key 
completely explains Benjamin Lee Wharf's interesting observation, "A change in 
language can transform our appreciation of the cosmos." 
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ORQUE-ROOM 
ALLIES 
. . . Joe Rees and Clifford Coultes 
This one's for Judy .. . Merry Christmas Kid, we're all behind you. 
Spring has sprung; fall has fell; 
Winter is here, and it's cold . 
As this pen kisses the paper, November is coming to a quiet close. Carl 
Totzke's football is caput; basketball and hockey are just getting started . Some 
people say school spirits are down to the last drop, but Waterloo College spirits are 
pretty strong stuff. A drop goes a long way. Even here in Irene's Torque Room, the 
hub of Waterloo College's activities, conversation seems to have reached an almost 
unprecedented intellectual pinnacle. Surprising as it may be, classes seem to be 
com ing into the fore . 
Professors' names are now to be heard more often than those of Bob Celeri, 
Tony Curcillo and Earl Widmeyer (pardon the comparison! ). Education is getting its 
due attention. As one writer put it: "In Canada, nothing is easier than to attend 
college, and nothing is harder than to get educated ." He must have been one of 
t he foolish few who let his studies interfere with his education. 
However, as the more dazzling aspects of our college life dim, we glimpse 
for a moment the intellectual side, described by some stogy old grouch as the under-
side, of our alma mater. We see Dean Schaus and his staff of instructors in their 
mountainous task of improving minds and socially adjusting some four hundred 
students. And an our campus here, we must not, even if we could, ignore the 
presence of the Seminary, equipping tomorrow's preachers: "the guys who work to 
beat hell". Its capable leader, Dr. J. R. Hauser, must have earned credit for beating 
a lot of it by this time. 
Focussing a little clearer, we see the individual professors struggling to 
educate students. And professors do have their troubles. Professor Cla rk reportedly 
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asked one of his co-eds in English 32 if she liked Kipling, and she replied: "I don't 
know. How do you kipple?" She must have been thinking of Pope-Robert, that is 
not Alexander. It's a wonder more professors don't end up in London, not at 
Western University, either. 
For those of you who are to be around these ivy-covered halls next year, 
we would advise that the English 38, with Miss Roy, should be on your course. 
Nothing is more interesting that the modern novel. There you find the facts about 
people that once were kept for the family doctor. 
We are in the back stretch of our college year, and it is here that we 
must prove ourselves. If we don't, we'll prove something at the close of the year 
we wouldn't like to have to admit. Here we are to drive and push ahead in order 
that the spurt at the end won't be quite so exhausting, or even impossible. There 
is a lot of money riding with us, mostly that of our parents, our fr iends and even 
our banks. Even lang shots are capable of leading the pack to the wire in this race 
where work and ability join farces to produce a winner. 
Let's not disappoint those who are pulling for us! If we're tempted to take 
our studies lightly, let's remember that the day of reckoning approaches, when 
there'll be writing of exams and chewing of fingernails-and far some of us, we 
hope, nat wailing and gnas:1ing of teeth . In all phases of the academic year, do 
your best, work hard and next spring when you write your examinations under 
the honor system (three seats apart, in alternate rows), try to shaw your professors 
that you are not nearly as dense as you appeared in class all year. 
Sociology (to get our minds off exams) hit a new high in the U. of T. 
(dirty word) recently when a student 's proposal to end unemployment was turned 
down. He wanted all the men put on one island, the women on another and every-
body kept busy building boats. 
The senior Psychology classes, led by Paul Wagner, visited the Ontario 
Reformatory in Gue lph not long ago for an interesting and informative tour . Paul's 
report indicates that his impression is that there will never be any real progress 
in prison reform until we start sending a better class of people to jail. 
Please, Nick (S.J.S. , 192 7 , Waterloo), don't go hunting again! The Dormi-
tories were as warm as the Waterloo Arena, and in the Arts and Science Building-
no heat upstair, no lights downstairs! Don' t do it again, Nick, please! We've 
learned our lesson! We appreciate you now! 
We are of the firm conviction that A. K. Adlingtan reads too much. At 
least every letter he writes begins the same way, "On going through my books ... " 
Apparently when it comes to paying fees , tao many students will stop at nothing . 
The Cafeteria (w here they take the " rest" out of restaurant and put the 
"din" in dinner) is apparently still holding its own against stiff competition from 
· the White Rose and the Magnol ia. Maybe it's the flowery names that ore attractive. 
What could we call the Cafeteria? The Daffod il? 
Irene recommended that Je rry Hockett rename his dog Eddie Duchi n. Ac-
cording to her experience with same in the Torque Room "he is the pianist". 
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Unless heating conditions change in the new building , perishables may be 
kept in the general office. 
The Arts and Letters Club held a debate recently on baptism. If you ' re a 
day student, all you have to do to find out more on that topic is go into the Bays' 
Darm. Just ask John Stoddart; he knows. 
Speaking of the Boys' Dorm, those who were missed during the regular 
initiations are now full-fledged members of the fellowship; in other words, every-
body in the Dorm now knows how the Africans feel when the Mau Mau comes 
after them. We wonder if dorm square-dancing is someone's (like Dr. Reaman's) 
ingenious attempt at match-making . Don't know if any sparks have been struck, 
but Lloyd Kruschenske is most enthusiastic. 
Our congratulations to Jim Jones on his attempts to provide movie star 
material with his Girls' Calisthenics Class. Valerie Haines has already promised Jim 
a commission when she signs her contract. 
Rumour has it that Don Stewart has been hounded by talent scouts from 
Hollywood since his portrayal of "Hard-Boiled Herman in the operetta, "Rose-
Marie". However, his present plans are , with a little assistance from Alfred Hitch-
cock, to spend the summer producing "The Trouble with Herman". Don't miss it! 
Don Berry is having a tough time this year, for lack af his friend Jim Files 
to keep him sharpened up. 
It seems Yves Beaudoin is pooling everyone's resources in an attempt at 
working his way through college. Waterloo College may not have a good gym, but 
it has more pools than the U. of T. 
Speaking of Yves, Christmas is coming . Dr. Reaman tried ta get everyone in 
the spirit of things when he supplied the sheets of Christmas carols for the Sing-
Sang at the cafeteria on November 15. A reminder for Christmas shoppers? 
Even at college, or perhaps especially at College, we cannot ignore the 
rest of the world. One af the most exciting things on the Canadian political scene 
is the American election that has held us spellbound for a considerable length of 
time. We understand now why there will never be a woman president. Imagine 
the speeches if she ever had an operation! For a while Adlai Stevenson and Princess 
Grace had a common attribute, both expecting; however our friend Ike triumphed . 
In the more international field, Tony Eden (now relieved) and Nick Bulganin 
are proceeding in Egypt and Hungary respectively to restore and maintain peace(? ). 
Mr. Bulganin seems especially adept at clothing his true intentions by his wonder-
ful use of propaganda (bologna disguised as food for thought). But Russia doesn ' t 
really want much . We've all heard it' s a small world. Our own Dr. Adams has been 
asked to predict the outcome of it all , but our history expert is playing it cagey. 
We'll close with our thought for tomorrow, dear readers . We've all been told 
"If at first you don ' t succeed, try, try again." To this we add what Lloyd C. 
Douglas' father used to tell him, "Well, twice, maybe; after that, let somebody 
else try it." 
Oh, yes-MERRY CHRISTMAS! 
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"FROM NATURE AND 
HER OVERFLOWING . 
SOUL I HAD RECEIVED 
SO MUCH THAT ALL 
MY THOUGHTS WERE 
STEEPED IN FEELING" 
WORDSWORTH 
. JIMMIE JONES 
Even though there is much Beauty found in the Nature moulded by Man, 
the Beauty that is Nature itself is beyond description by words but is only a feeling 
that is held wihin the person that sees. I would like to tell you, as best I can, of a 
Beauty that will be forever lasting for me. It all began in the latter part of the 
season that was sti ll open to deer hunters. Storm warning had been daily broad-
casted and this day the storm arrived with all the fury that can be expected of a 
Northern blizzard . I was an duty at the Detachment office late this same evening 
when through the door burst a man that was tense in his movements, a man that 
had worry written into the lines of his face. He wanted to report that his son and 
companion were in the bush hunting and that they were now several hours over-
due. He was terrified at what the blizzard might mean. I informed the officer in 
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charge and the father was sent home with assurance everything possible would 
be done. 
The blizzard had blown itself out during the night but hod left a fresh 
blanket of snow and a temperature of fifty-five below. With the coming of morning 
all patrol cars were assigned areas that were to be covered in seeking the lost 
hunters. Every member of the Detachment was called to duty. I and a fellow Con-
stable were to cover the trails North of the river and to exploit all feasible hunting 
grounds in this area. It was a day of continuous bock tracking, of follow ing each 
trail as far as possible and then begining another. Information was sought from 
any and all cabins or shacks that showed signs of life within. From time to time 
we would worm ourselves and gain nourishment from these isolated shelters. The 
people were always friendly for they understood-they knew what it was to be 
lost or to be seeking the lost. 
When nearing the end of daylight hours I was myself becoming tired. 
Many miles had been covered, many times we had dug ourselves out of drifts 
and it had been a continuous fight to keep the patrol cor on the road. As much as 
we disliked to turn back there was nothing more we could do since the time of 
this day had run out. 
Before reaching the main road I stopped the car and rested a moment. It 
was that time of day when the golden sun was casting long soft shadows of the 
stately pine. The sparkling copper effect rose from the snow on the ground and 
quickly climbed the boughs of the trees until it was gone. I walked from the car 
into what seemed to be a picture of black and white-it was an expression of 
mystery. A little further on I come to and was halted by a sheer drop that fell 
from the embankment into a deep gorge of water that was finding its way through 
the rapids. Here I become lost in my thoughts and pondered the condition of the 
hunters I had sought and not found . I could only hope that they were somewhere 
safe. 
How long I stood at this place I don't know. I only remember looking 
upstream from the gorge ond seeing the beautiful expanse of a lake thot had 
become partially covered with islands of snow. The deep blue of the water brought 
out vividly the ice floes and accentuated the richness of contrast. The entire lake 
wos encircled with a collar of silvery snow that led from the water's edge to the 
base of the trees that stood majestically tall, forming on uninterrupted wall that 
held from the lake any intrusion of noise or disturbance. The silence was moving . 
These same trees carried the vision of my eyes and seemed to point to the heavens 
that had become a glistening array of stars. The moon too carried its influence for 
it was a silvery blue that tinted the entirety of the night scene t~at was now a 
soft glow. A feeling of humility and serenity filled my heart. Loved ones filled my 
thoughts and I was thankful, so very thankful for the beauty of blueness. 
Nature in that same day had stricken two hunters and lifted me to a height 
I'd never known before. I ended this patrol completely astounded as to the scope 
and impact of Nature. Nature could be beautiful and Nature could be cruel. The 
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Where nature is sovereign .. . JIMMIE JONES 
To tell of the cruelty found in Nature I might best repeat a happening 
which is known to me through a person who has become a very close friend of 
mine. I hesitate to tell it as if it happened to me but I am familiar with the locale 
and know well the incidents as they occurred, and I believe I can best tell the 
story in relating the happenings as if it were my own experience. 
After having been on patrol for a number of weeks and away from the 
comforts of my cabin for the same length of time, I was, needless to say, quite 
anxious to return as soon as possible. It had been a long patrol and even though 
rather successful, I was looking forward to staking out the dog team and enjoying 
the warmth of my shelter. The dogs had been good on this trip-they had pulled 
hard the sleigh of provisions over the countless miles that had been tramped along 
frozen trai Is in this part of the North West. 
It was now the last day of my journey and my heart was pounding with 
excitement of having completed another patrol. The dogs too were anxious for 
they were showing an excessive drive in shortening the time between them and 
their place of rest. It was a bright day. The sun filled the sky and cast vivid 
dark shadows of tall timbers on the glistening white snow. The feeling was joy 
for I loved the Beauty of Nature and I knew shelter was not far off. The dogs 
had now gained quite a speed since we were travelling on top of packed and 
drifted snow. It was like an endless highway of whiteness and so much a pleasure 
after having had to plunge tiringly through barriers of snow pilings. 
I was runnning along side the sleigh feeli:1g good about the freedom of the 
outdoors. In the distance, a small clump of bushes broke the endless white of my 
highway and, as the dogs approached this bush, they swung to the right forcing 
me to either follow the sleigh around the edge of t:1e bush or to jump over. I 
jumped. Hidden from my view on the other side was a ragged boulder that pierced 
an unevenness through the snow. It left me little footing and I fell hard. All in 
one motion with falling I lunged towards the passing sleigh to take hold and 
keep my dogs from getting too far ahead of me. I missed. As my body landed 
across the ruts left by the sleigh, I felt a piercing pain shoot through my right 
leg. It had been broken by the rock in my fall. I tried to rise quickly and call after 
the dogs but they had gone. This movement caused me great pain, forcing me to 
sink nearer the crusted snow that was going to be my speedy highway home. I took 
care then to learn the extent of the break. I learned it was bad. 
Slowly and with as much ease as possible I inched my way along the trail 
to meet those that might be coming for me. My feelings were no longer those of 
joy, the day was no longer bright nor was Nature any longer beautiful to me, for 
my shelter was a far ways away. I was alone. I was frightened for I knew how 
Nature was clutching me, holding me to her breast, kezping me from the safety 
of my shelter. Emptiness was mine and I was learning for the first time the true 
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meaning of becoming counted out of the game that I had always with Nature. In 
the many times before I had wan and, although I always realized Nature would 
some day win, I never ever thought it would be this soan . The pain continued in 
the leg that I was dragging, but clenched teeth added to my determination to try 
-1 could only continue to try as long a s I could ho ld my senses. 
High noon passed but the hours of struggle hadn ' t taken me far from where 
1 first began to crawl. The sky had lost its brightness to the thickening clouds that 
seemed to be forming with the exact desire of hiding me from those I was hoping 
for. The stillness of the early morning was no longer with me thus I had also to 
fight the howling biting wind . This wind seemed to be laughing at me but I 
didn't care, I only became furious at the thought that my cries were now useless 
and the trail granting me my one hope was becoming blown over. I was lost, 
Nature was going to win. How I wished that I could stand and meet this cruelness 
that had captured me. I didn ' t want to be beaten when other than on my feet . 
1 was a man that had always fought and I wanted to fight now. The deadened 
pain of my leg didn ' t matter. I had to stand . I had to meet that which was going 
to beat me. My enemy was everywhere. 
The swooping branches of the trees appeared to reach out for me as if to 
tear from my body my arm that with clenched fist was showing defiance. My 
cursing cries were swallowed by the whining wind and I was blinded by the swirling 
snow. Everywhere and yet nowhere was my enemy; it was big and it was small ; I 
couldn't grasp it; I couldn't raise myself above it; it was beyond that which I had 
ever faced before. There was no tenderness here-it was all turmoil and tension. I 
was bursting within because of the rising anxiety of not be ing able to strike back 
at that which was fo rcing blow after blow upon me. I wanted to fight and I 
couldn't. I wanted to walk away from this battle but I knew I wouldn't Then all 
became darkness and still. 
How long it was after the raging storm I don ' t know, but when I awoke, 
I was lying on the floor of a shack near a warm and welcome stove. No one was 
in the shack with me but I could plainly see it was the shelter of one of the 
district Indians. Then the door opened and in came my companion loaded with 
wood for the fire . He acknowledged my being awake with a toothy grin . I'd 
never seen thi s native before but he kn.ew who I was and he knew than I needed help. 
I looked to my leg, for the throbbing pain was still with me. It had become swollen, 
disfigured and had taken on a horrible sickening calor. 
Days passed, days of pain, days of wondering-there didn't seem to be any 
end. I thought I was safe in the shack of my Indian companion, whom I named 
" Two Tooth", but I knew my strength was leaving me and I feared a worse death 
than that which I faced in the storm. Two Tooth and I didn't say much for we 
didn ' t understand one another and, even though I didn't ever think I' d be fed by 
an Indian, I was thankful for the bit he provided. He was good to me but I 
wanted out-1 wanted care for my leg . 
When the swelling had gone down considerably, I split one of Two Tooth's 
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Beauty I hod now come to know and the cruelty I was later to learn. 
skin frames and made for myself a set of splints. I then got Two Tooth to hold 
my foot and ankle as best he could while I pulled away from him to stretch my 
leg and set it. The pain was more than I cou!d bear and I fell into a faint . Two 
Tooth brought me around and we tried again. This time I knew what awaited me 
and I braced myself, driving from my mind all thoughts other than those that 
would allow me to set my leg . When it was set,. as best as I could tell, Two Tooth 
and I tied the splints in place . I then fell back exhausted and rested until morning . 
After feeding , with Two Tooth's assistance I managed to get into his 
sleigh for I wanted him to take me to medical core because my leg was becoming 
bad. Little did I know that Two Tooth wasn't going to accompany me. However 
through "yattering" explanations followed by feats of drama, he got me to under-
stand that medical aid was across the 1ake and that at this time of year it wasn't 
safe to venture out on the ice. He said no more but returned to his shack. It was 
for me to decide between certain death here with Two Tooth or to chance death 
in crossing the lake. How was I to manage the dogs? How was I to find medical 
care when I couldn't even see the other side of the lake? There was Nature again, 
between me and my shelter. I hollered for Two Tooth . He came and I got him to 
give me a whip that I might steer the dogs. I hod to take the chance-l am a 
man to fight and here at least I was being given the opportunity to fight. 
Two Tooth set the dogs free and started them off. I was soon out on the 
lake heading in the direction that hod been shown me. Somehow I was glad for I 
was now fighting bock. The agony of my leg become worse and worse. Each jar of 
the sleigh shot pains that drove for into my bock. These some pains stabbed even 
further whenever my arm found it necessa ry to recoil the commanding whip. Once 
beyond the shallow water and heavy ice I realized what Two Tooth meant, for the 
ice now crackled before the combined weight of dogs, sleigh and myself . It mode 
me uneasy, Nature wasn't going to let me go; she was reaching out again . The 
ice at times would bend, placing me in the centre of a hollow and forcing the dogs 
to claw their way up a slight incline. It was necessary to keep moving, to move 
as quickly as possible so thot no one section of the ice would receive the strain for 
too long a time. Huge crocks appeared in the ice; whole areas seemed to break 
loose but the dogs kept going . They too sensed the danger and no longer hod 
to be driven but were pulling for all their worth to reach the sturdiness of shore. 
My leg was forgotten-my thoughts centered on breaking through and sinking 
into the cold icy depths. There below me I visualized the lurking water following 
me, waiting its chance to snatch me from the life that I knew. I then looked to 
God for the first time--He hod me see a smoke that was rising in the distance. 
It was my goal and all at once I knew I was safe. Nature wasn ' t going to get me 
-not this time. 
So it is with the people of the North West; so it is with the life that I know; 
so it is in living with Nature. 
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"Look, where I 
was 
last summer!" 
.. Reo Grant 
One day lost April , there was ex-
citement in the air for all the United 
Church Pre-theologs at Waterloo Co l-
lege! On this particular day, the not-
ices arrived conce rning our Church sum-
mer mission fields and our fate was 
concealed in big brown envelopes. My 
summer appointment was Sonningdole, 
Saskatchewan: a three point charge with 
a manse and a cor to p2rform my doily 
tasks. 
As soon a s examinations were fi~ ished, 
--
the necessities were pocked for the lonq 
journey "out west". One Sunday eve-
ning, I said goodbye to relatives and 
friends and boarded the train for the 
prairies. The train rumbled along for 
two days, and it was most enjoyable. In 
the some coach we! e many other col lege 
students going west for sum mer emp loy-
ment, so we hod much in common about 
which to chat. 
After b reakfast in Saskatoon on a 
very bright and sunny morning I climbed 
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aboard the weekly freight which steamed 
up to Sanningdale, a distance af sixty 
miles. We came ta the little towns one 
by one, stopping at each to shunt box 
cars, unload the mail and other freight . 
By noon I had reached my destination. 
The "Great West" . 
As I got off the train, my heart sank 
instantaneously. There stood the little 
station house, no bigger than a play-
house for dolls . The town looked like a 
quaint village of the stagecoach days 
. . . the type we see in western movies. 
I thought to myself, "Do I have to 
spend four and a half months in this 
forsaken place?" There wasn't a single 
soul out to greet me, so I stumbled up 
to an elderly gentleman and inquired 
as to where a certain family lived. He 
directed me to the place in real western 
fashion - but I listened closely and 
arrived safely. 
I was accepted at once with warm 
greetings and a hearty meal to elimin-
ate the pangs of hunger in my stomach. 
Shortly after, I made my way up to the 
church, a lovely little white stucco build-
ing . Upon going inside my eyes fell an 
the picture af Christ, and I knew that 
though I felt forsaken, I had one Friend 
who would never leave me desolate. 
Beside the church stood "the manse" 
- a magnificent one-roomed frame 
building, a little bigger than the ordin-
ary garage for Morris Minors. Much to 
my amazement, it was fully furnished . 
In one corner stood an old iron bed -
large enough for three. Next to it was 
an old cook-stove which had quite an 
appetite far poplar sticks. Another cor-
ner was occupied by a home-made cup-
board . The top shelves held all the usual 
utensils any bachelor would care for. One 
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thing was lacking, however - a cook. 
The bottom drawer was equal in size to 
the type in which ' Kayo ,,Jeeps. Oh yes, 
and then there was the improvised 
clothes closet with its swinging curtain. 
T>e kind ladies of the church also pro-
vided two tables and two chairs. A hot 
plate on one table revealed the scars 
of culinary mistakes committed by form-
er students. 
Meal time rolled around rather quick-
ly, and like Old Mother Hubbard, my 
cupboard was bare. Half-way down main 
street I found a white building which, 
although it b::>re no sign, appeared some-
what like a store. Once inside, I was 
greeted by a plump, but pleasant lady 
whose utmost desire was to serve the 
public. Nevertheless, I managed to pro-
cure only the essentials! 
The first Sunday came quickly. In 
keeping with the season of the year, 
the sermon was based on the parable 
of the sower and the seed. For the first 
time in seven mo;,ths they were hearing 
God's Word, and like the seed in the 
parable, it was falling on various types 
of ground . Hopes were high for an 
abundant spiritual harvest! 
My Sunday began at ten-thirty A.M. 
when the chairman of the Church Board 
drove up to the manse door . In a few 
minutes we were at the northern point 
ten miles away. It was just o little white 
school house, but it served as a place 
of worship as well. A congregation of 
fifteen or twenty people occupied the 
desks and the service commenced. Mu-
sic poured forth from an old organ over 
in a corner, and the people tried their 
best to sing the familiar hymns. Every-
thing went well, although at times we 
were interrupted by the telephone locat-
ed on the little porch ot the front. It 
was not uncommon for o lady of the 
cong regotion to rise out of the desk 
during tne course of the sermon, and 
answer her call. Quite often I thought 
this provided too easy on escape and I 
was tempted to muffle the bells with 
paper. 
After a Iorge dinner at the home of 
my host, we deported for the southern 
point on the charge.. The school here 
was much larger and almost new, but 
the attendance was approximately the 
some. The source of music here was o 
piano with o capable and faithful pia-
nist at the keys. 
Back in town at eight o'clock, the 
evening service began in the little 
church. Strains of "The Church's One 
Foundation" poured forth, and for the 
third time, the parable of the sower 
was explained to everyone. 
The next Sunday I still had to rely 
on my horsepower to commute. But on 
the next Saturday night, word was re-
ceived that the "car" that the field had 
promised to provide was ready for use . 
It was quite a spectacle - a 1928, Ford 
Model A Coupe with a faded green body 
and a tattered black cloth top. The back 
window was missing and the right side 
window lacked a handle . Apart from these 
defects, it was a fine piece of machin-
ery. Apparently it was not one car, but 
two, the other being a 1930 model! The 
front wheels were from the newer model, 
and as a result were smaller than the 
back ones. This gave the car the ap-
pearance of going dawn-hill all the time, 
and thus it consumed less gas. The en-
gine was a 1930, so it had ample power 
when I left myself about ten minutes to 
make ten miles. The Model A had really 
only one bad fault, and that was the 
radiator' s unquenchable thirst. Fortunate-
ly water is the cheapest of the three 
ingredients that are required to keep a 
Model A running. 
As a general rule, the student is kept 
quite busy. One of the chief activities 
was our local Young People's Union . 
This was a joint effort between two of 
the points and the meetings were held 
at each place alternately. It was rather 
difficult trying to outline a program suit-
able to the needs of these young people, 
but we did make headway. We had a 
wonderful bond of fellowship as we sang 
songs, studied the Christian life and 
worshipped together. A wiener roast, a 
debate and a final social even ing and 
farewell for me were particular high-
lights. The future of the church lies with 
young people and if all young people 
were as interested and keen as our group, 
the Christian Church would certainly 
flourish . 
Later in the summer there were spe-
cial services of Communion, Baptism and 
Reception of new members. For this the 
supervising pastor exchanges pulpits with 
the student. It is a thrilling experience! 
I took the old Ford across the North Sas-
katchewan an the ferry, and drove around 
to the three churches of my supervising 
pastor. He has laboured in that same 
vineyard for twenty years, has won 
the respect of everyone in the province 
and has become known as one of the 
best rural pastors in Canada . Once, I 
was told, he was chairman of a program 
after a fowl supper that the ladies of 
the church had prepared . After everyone 
had finished eating, he was called upon 
to say a few remarks. His opening words 
were, "Well, the old hens have done it 
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again!" 
Near the close of the summer holidays, 
we held a joint Vacation Bible School 
with the Pentecostal Church . It was quite 
successful with about fifty children in 
attendance. The theme was " We Would 
See Jesus" and I hope that the little 
children could go home to their parents 
and say, "Mommy, we saw Jesus this 
week." 
Shortly after I arrived on the field, a 
group of energetic boys asked me if 
there would be "Trail Rangers." Such a 
club was arranged and the boys and I 
had a wonderful time playing and wor-
$hipping together. Once on a over-night · 
camp, as we sat around the fire reading 
our New Testaments, we came into a 
realization of what it means to be close 
to God. 
I suppose every student has his share 
of humorous experiences. In this respect, 
an old car is indispensible. One day, as 
I was passing by the elevators of a town 
nearby, I noticed a very strang odour of 
smoke. Thinking it came from the elev-
ator engine, I paid little heed, until the 
smoke started pouring up through the 
floor boards of old Bess. I stopped the 
car, ripped ou the front seat, and floor-
boards. The battery cable was on fire 
and the flames were drawing close to the 
gas tank. Some truckers stopped, rushed 
into a house for a pail of water and 
soon the blaze was out. I was just about 
ready to say goodbye to the old buggy 
that day. 
All but one of my flat tires occurred 
while the car was in the church yard, 
and thank goodness for that. A tire blew 
one rainy night about midnight just out-
side of town, so I drove it in on the 
rim, making sure to take the back streets 
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as the track it left would make some 
of the parishioners wonder! 
Early in the spring the roads were 
quite muddy. One day while out visiting, 
I had to drive across a stretch of road 
that was almost impassible. I came upon 
ruts abo:..t a foot wide and almost as 
deep. The Model A bounced across in 
second gear. Later I was informed that 
a tractor had been stuck there the pre-
vious day. 
One afternoon, I was invited to a 
farewell party for a school teacher who 
had served for 28 years. It had rained 
all morning but now the sun was out. 
Unfortunately the only road to ' my des-
tination lacked gravel. Just out of town, 
the storekeeper's car (which was equip-
ped with chains) was sitting peacefully 
in the ditch. I applied the brakes gently 
as I pulled up. The car stopped going 
forward all right; but it also slid three 
feet sideways. After a tiresome grind in 
second gear, grazing the ditch many 
times, we arrived rather belatedly at 
the school. We had a profitable time at 
the party, and I had the privilege of 
meeting and speaking with the Minister 
of Education for the Province of Saskat-
chewan. 
My chief duty was of course my pas-
toral work. This includes visitation, as 
well as helping everyone in various func-
tions. The student should be at the heart 
of all worthwhile community projects, 
but at the head of none. Although I was • 
only on my field for four and a half 
months, I felt very much a part of the 
community. 
I had charge of all funerals unless it 
was otherwise requested . We only had 
two funerals this summer - one per-
formed by another pastor and one by 
my supervising pastor and myself. This 
was certainly a new and enriching spir-
itual experience for me. 
The Sundays flew by quickly. The 
weeks were filled with various activities. 
Sometimes I managed to squeeze in a 
trip to Saskatoon or North Bottleford, 
our nearest cities. 
My lost serv ice in the "wild west" 
was our Thanksgiving Service. The houses 
of worship were lavishly arrayed with 
fruits and vegetables, corn and groin. It 
mode one feel very humble and thank-
CUJave6 
ful. I especially felt that I owed much 
to God for the way He blessed the en-
tire field this summer. 
But now there would be no more 
church services, no Young People's Union, 
religious education in the schools or vis-
itations, until the following spring. I do 
hope that I will be able to return to 
the Sonningdale field again, to work 
and worship with the people, so that 
by the Groce of God we might all come 
to a better knowledge and understanding 
of Him. 
. .. T. J. Webster 
As night creeps in upo:1 the waves 
They pay no heed, 
They on ly roll and onward go, 
They have no need. 
For them there is no night or day 
As they rush on 
To spend themselves in spray. 
But we must measure night and day, 
We would not spend our lives as spray 
Ago i nst the rocks. 
We crave to let those yet unborn still see 
That we hove lived and loved and dreamed, 
That we hove stopped and watched the waves 
And searched to rise above. 
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ASSE ANDASSININE 
. . . A Review by Leslie Chec:k 
"Assem para et acci pe auream . . . " Give me a copper and I'll tell you a 
golden story". Following the fashion of professional story-telling, The Golden Ass 
of Apu leius relates the adventures of a rJlOn, named Lucius Apuleius, who, through 
the means of black magic, changes into Phylum Chordata , Subphylum Vertebrata, 
Class Mammalia, Subclass Eutheria , Order Perissodactyla, Species-the common, 
stubborn, grass-eating jackass. This Egyptian story, telling about the convention of 
having humans transformed into lower animals, need not alarm the modern reader. 
Such phenomena still occur to day. There are, for example, a number of asses that 
have been transformed into human beings-some walk on our own campus, dis-
guished in human form; others dire:t the affairs of our country; and still others have 
taken it upon themselves to write book reports. 
Cursed by the fate that accompanies all asses, Apuleius experiences the 
ups and downs of a cruel life. Shamed by eunuchs, maltreated by sensual women 
because of his physical defects, the discouraged ass trys to relax for a few days at a 
stud-farm, only to be ostracized by the other members of the community for unfair 
competitive practices. Haunted by his ill-fate wherever he goes, beaten, ridiculed, 
and weary, the ass accepts life with o calm, stoic outlook. It is a lofty example for 
such troubled times as ours! 
Almost tragic in nature, The Golden Ass of Apuleius is suitable for the 
serious student of the classics as well as for the layman who wishes to catch a 
glimpse of daily life in Roman times. A classic, its style has been imitated by many 
of our modern authors. It is informative, philosophical and suggestive! Nothing 
much more of importance remains to be said about the life of Apuleius except 
that he was also a poet and a historian; unfortunately his histories and poems have 
not survived. 
The Golden Ass of Apule ius, translated by Robert Graves, is available both in 
The Pocket Library and in Penquin editions. This translation by Robert Graves has 
been acclaimed as the most faithful to date. 
Now: Lector, intende, laetabe ris! 
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Values ... MANFRED ERDMAN 
We ore living in on age and a world which ore highly concerned with 
material things. Money is the centre around which everything turns. Money con 
get you anything. It con buy you clothes, food. It con buy you a home, a cor and 
anything else you core to odd. And many people hove directed all their ambitions 
solely towards the gaining of money. And they rush after it, even if their actual 
needs ore filled . All they do, they do with this one purpose in mind, how much 
money will I make on this, how con I get more? 
These people who hove mode money the centre of their lives, the god of 
their lives, hove seldom time. When you look into their lives, they ore always rush-
ing and restless. But ore they happy? 
Some of these people hove succeeded in their aims. They drive Codillocs, 
Lincolns or other expensive cars; they wear the finest clothes, they eat the best 
food, their wives hove glittering jewellery and a hundred shades of lipstick to 
choose from. Are they not truly happy and to be envied? 
I do not think so. This thin Ioyer of happiness which they hove on is like a 
veneer which might break off any moment and beneath which you will find dis-
satisfaction and discontent . 
How often hove you watched the $64,000.00 question on the television? 
When you sow that someone won thousands of dollars, how often hove you said, 
"Oh, if only I hod that money!" Is it that you indentify a happy life with the 
possession of money? Money does not make your life a full life . The attitude that 
money is the all important thing is poison for the soul. 
Look at the people, look at anybody in the business section of a city 
where money is being rotated. Watch the faces, because the face reflects the soul. 
And if you watch closely you will notice many or mosf of the faces ore hard, 
troubled, strained, full of pain, anger, and the eyes look dull. You see the faces 
of people who ore worried about money and think w!-lat shall we eat, what shall 
we dr ink, or wherewithal shall we be clothed? Money buys you anything on earth 
except happiness and mirth. Does it, then, buy eternal happiness, eternal love? 
Let me tell you the answer in a joke . John Smith, a wealthy Wall Street 
broker, who enjoyed everything in life died and sought admission into heaven . At 
the gates he met St. Peter, and this venerable saint asked him what he hod done 
on earth that entitled him to admission to heaven. Rich John Smith, who was poor 
now, hod to dig down deep into his memory. There hod not been too much, but 
finally he remembered and answered, "Well I sow on old woman on Broadway 
the other day and gave her two cents." St. Peter turned to his assistant to see 
whether it was on record . It was. Then St. Peter asked again, "What else hove you 
done?" Well I crossed the Brooklyn Bridge the other night and met a newspaper 
boy half frozen, and I gave him a penny. St. Peter asked the assistant, "Is that 
on record?" "Yes, St. Peter." Peter then turned to John Smith again and asked 
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"What else hove you done?" "That is all I con think of," Mr. Smith replied. St. 
Peter, turning to his assistant, asked, "What do you think? What ought we to do 
with this man?" And the assistant answered "Give him bock his three cents and 
tell him to go to hell!" You see, dear friends, money does not help very much to 
attain everlasting happiness. 
When we ore to stand before the throne of God for judgement, it does not 
matter what we hod on earth, how much we owned. It does not matter what kind 
of clothes we wore, whether all our mortgages were paid. But it will matter how 
we spent our time on earth, what we did with the things we owned. God might 
ask us, "Did you spend any time seeking me? Did you do anything with your 
talents, with your hands, with the earthly blessings, with all the things I be-
stowed upon you to further my kingdom?" 
How sod would it be if we hod to soy, "I did not hove any time; I could 
not spore a minute; I hod to spend all the time making money for myself." How 
sod it would be to lose, for the sake of money, the happiness on earth and in 
heaven. How sod would it be if a man won the whole world and lost his soul. 
Often when we see the glittering splendour of riches and wealth here on 
earth we forget that our life is short, and that we should invest it in lasting items. 
To attain these lasting items, ~e hove first to realize and believe that there is an 
Almighty God who loves us. . . An Almighty God who created the world, who 
mode the sun moon and stars, who made us ... An Almighty God who gave us all 
we hove . .. He is the one "·who gave us eyes, intelligence, speech, health. And I 
could go on and on, but I do not wont to forget one thing; He also gave us Jesus, 
His Son, who suffered for our sins, yours and mine ... Jesus, who shows us the 
way to God and the happiness and contentment, everlasting. 
Because of these gifts, God is our master, and that is why we Christians 
call Him Lord. And he is the one who shall occupy the centre of our hearts and 
lives. 1Ne hove to return this love to our father in heaven like children unto their 
father. As it says in our Gospel today, "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all 
thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy strength and with all thy mind, 
and thy neighbour as thyself ." 
Once we hove found this love of God, we will know what to do, just like a 
child knows what to do if it sincerely loves his father. The child will be obedient 
to his father, will serve him, wi II worship and will speak to him as often as possible. 
And those ore the most important factors in our relation to God: Love, Obedience, 
Service, Worship and p•oyer. God, in return, promises his core for us. Jesus says, 
"Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and all these things will be added unto you." 
I hove experienced this promise myself. When I started college last year, 
I hod by far, not enough money to toke core of all my needs, my clothes, room, 
board and tuition. But I was not worried I placed my confidence in God, I said, "If 
He wonts me to be a minister, He will hove to toke core of me. And He did. 
I wont to tell you of one of my experiences that struck me especially. It 
was right at the beginning of the semester. I was called to a meeting with the 
board for financial aid. There were five men of which I knew one, Dr. Houser, 
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president of the seminary. The others I did not know. But when I left, one of 
them gove me a piece of paper with on address on it, and he told me to look him 
up when I hod time. I thought it was about a port-time job, the need of which 
1 hod mentioned during the meeting. Before I go on I have to mention that he 
works for a shirt manufacturer in the Twin Cities. Well, I went to his office and 
he asked me if I needed any shirts, and he kept asking about other items. 
When I left I carried two big parcels full of dress shirts, sport shirts, ties 
and so on. Just imagine, from a man I hod met only the day before. This experience 
was so quickening that I shall never forget it. From this day on I knew that God 
was with me. All I have to do now is keep with Him. Surely you hove experienced 
something similar-he lp when you needed it badly coming from somewhere un-
expected. God keeps His promise if you hove faith ... faith not in things of earthly 
value, but in Him. 
EULOGY TO A THRONE 
... RICHARD MOSS 
For away in the land of Oo-bob-o-dow, 
There lived two tribes with never a row. 
The ruler of one was king "Fiddle-fad" 
While the other tribe's king was " Twice-as-bod." 
Harems were raided with never a moon; 
Property gambled in any man's home. 
Rockets and vice weren't considered unfair, 
Till terrible " Twice-as-bod" stole the king's choir. 
" Fiddle-fad" declared on emergency state, 
Offering rewords, spur' d on by hate. 
Stated the thief, who'd stolen the throne, 
" I'll be ported from this by death alone." 
The thieves, in a bamboo hut hid the choir in fear, 
As "Fiddle-fad's" natives were drawing near, 
The natives quizzed " Twice-as-bod" well and good, 
But he lied (for in the attic that precious seat stood). 
Soon like friends they dined on wine and bread, 
When suddenly dropped a blow to a royal head! 
That fated choir left a design most floral; 
But leave not yet; to this there's a moral: 
Tell those in the jungle who ploy with potions and bones, 
"People who live in gross houses shouldn't stow thrones!" 
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Dr. Reomon, who is known throughout Waterloo College as the author of 
that phenomenal best-seller called Speak the Spee~h, a volume eagerly purchased 
by all freshman and now reverently cherished by all graduates of the doctor's 
course in public speaking, has recently completed his latest book, The Trail of the 
Black Walnut. Dr. Reaman, who assures us that hi s book will be out in time for 
Christmas, has given us this synopsis of its content in his own inimitable style. And 
here it is-
THE TRAIL OF THE BLACK WALNUT 
. . . G. E. Reaman 
Suppos.ing you were asked the following questions. How many of them 
could you answer? 
• What facts do you recall of the history of Upper Canada from 1763 to 1792? 
• Who were the "Pennsylvania Dutch" and where did they come from? 
• Were any other parts of Ontario settled by "Pennsylvania Dutch" besides 
Waterloo County? 
• Why were the Hessian sold iers brought over to fight for the British? 
• Has the Indian poetess Pauline Johnson any German blood in her? 
• What is the origin of such expressions as: "I ' ll be there with bells on" and 
" Mind your p's and q's"? 
It is very doubtful if a satisfactory answer could be given to any of the 
above questions. Why? 
For some inexplicable reason, there is a blind spot in Ontario's history 
from 1763 to 1792. In fact , up to 1812. Much research has been given to the 
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Indian and French periods before that time and we know a great deal about the 
War of 1 8·1 2-1 81 5 but, of the years between, our Canadian textbooks have been 
strangely silent. 
And yet there ore plenty of hist0rical facts available to give answers to all 
the questions I have asked, but they exist only regionally. For instance, the Niagara 
Historical Society has long known that the first settlers in the Peninsula were 
Palatine Germans who came in right after 1776, together with French Huguenots 
and English Quakers, all from the states of New York and Pennsylvania . Essex 
County is quite aware that its first settlers were Germans brought up the Ohio 
River by the Indians as prisoners and ransomed for . blankets. 
If we turn to Eastern Ontario, we find that in 1784 Lutheran and Reformed 
Church Germans, French Huguenots, English Quakers and Puritans were brought 
in by the British Government from crowded New York City. York County got its 
first settlers in 1792 who were Palatine and Swiss Germans from Pennsylvania, 
while Waterloo County, which is usually thought to be the only county settled by 
the "Pennsylvania Dutch", is actually the last settled area by those Germans, 
receiving its first migration in 1800. 
Unfortunately such information is known only in the section to which it 
applies, hence it has never found its way into our history textbooks. 
Because it is high time that these early pioneers be given recognition, 
The Trail of the Black Walnut has assembled the regionally known historical facts 
into a pattern and given ample proof that the earliest settlers in Ontario were in 
the main Palatinate and Swiss Germans, French Huguenots, English Quakers and 
Puritans, who gave Ontario its agricultural practices, its folklore and many of its 
characteristic foods. There were few British in the first migrations; the British 
migration began after the Napoleonic Wars. 
Canadian history has long been considered dull and uninteresting largely 
because it has emphasized politics and wars, ignoring much reference to the 
people who were involved .in them . Canadian history has just as much drama as 
the history of any other country but our historians have not looked for it. Much of 
it will be found to exist between the years of 1763 and 1812, and "The Trail of 
the Black Walnut" attempts to call attention to it . 
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THE INDISCREET 
CONFESSIONS 
OF A NURSE 
. . . Lynn Noecker 
Well, another poor, bewildered class of probies hos started that long, 
arduous term of bed-pan cor'rying . There are many other-er-tosks, although it 
seems that this constitutes the main part of our training . But it must be said that 
we do have some sort of a break every three afternoons a week. 
With rattling patellas (kneecaps) and thumping cardiacs (that vital organ 
which is essential for living), we poor innocent kiddies were introduced to working 
on the words. This was after there hod been some introductory lectures in the 
classroom. 
As luck would have it, Marie Schmidt was helping a frail helpless old lady 
into a wheelchair when the toe of her oxford got caught in the spokes of the wheel. 
The result? She landed, shall we say, gracefully in the choir herself with the poor 
old lady waving her arms about in the empty space. A very good beginning you 
must admit! 
One detail we must not forget to do when making a bed is putting a pleat 
in the top sheet so the patient con hove roam to wiggle his little toe in. So when 
we were getting a few pointers about bed-making, Jean Macmillan piped up and 
asked Miss Zinkann why you hod to put a pleat in the sheet when the patient is in 
bed because his feet ore already there! ... Oh, happy day! ... 
A very important procedure during the bed-both is to hove the patient flex 
his knees so he can put his feet in the basin of water quite easily. During her 
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f irst bath, bewildered Barb . Boshart tried to put her patient's feet in the basin 
while the leg was still straight. For some unknown reason that foot would not 
quite reach the water, so . . . she just pushed a little harder .. . Ouch! This is 
one patient who walked into the hospital but limped out of it . 
Another very interesting trick that has been done is to soak the thermometer 
in hot water ... Wow, for a while it sounded as if someone was trying to pop some 
popco rn in the service room! Oh well, that is just another quarter of a cent added 
onto the taxes of the people of the Kitchener-Wate rloo area . 
By now you all will be wondering if all we nurses do is bumble around and 
he lp the patients to have relapses instead of helping them to recover ... To tell 
the t ruth, you wouldn't be very far wrong! 
Well, enough of our tales of woe. 
We do have a few interesting intervals. When the clan meets in the kitchen 
to have a break from desk work, one never knows what appetizing concoctions 
will be dreamed up. A very tasty morsel is a slice of toast with plenty of butter 
coa ted with o layer of peanut butter (thick), then another layer of jam and, just 
to top it all off, a generous-and we mean generous-sprinkling of brown sugar. 
We a ll think that if this health-producing dish was served to the patients, in no 
t ime f lat all t he words would be empty. Hip, hip, hurrah! 
Oh, yes, one mustn't forget those parties at the college . . they proved to 
be very n ice for some people. 
Another opportunity for us, as nurses, to really meet you, as students, was 
tha t spooky night which is somet imes referred to as Hallowe'en. The old recreation 
room in the basement of the residence was really jumping for a little while that 
n ight! Also, the patients in the hospital were beginning to wonder whether they 
were beside a nurses' residence or the local Y. M. C. A. We probies had some 
mig hty ta ll explaining to do the next morning! 
It still looked as if we were having Hallowe'en the other morning when we 
started to dissect sheep brains. " . . . Scalpel . .. Scissors ... a nurse at once, 
hu rry!" This is a very delicate operation, you know. 
Well, we will be better prepared for our next operation-dissecting human 
eyeballs. Say! This is getting more gruesome all the time. So, if your stomach is 
doing the hop-skip-and-jump long with the rhumba-beat, you can tell it that it 
can toke a rest, as this is an intermission, until next issue, at least! 
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"In the face of intellectual snobs who look askance at the vagaries of 
popu Ia r taste; 
despite the fact that I shall henceforth be classed with that non-existent 
sub-phylum of the phylum homo sapiens sapie n'S-to wit, The Low Brow, 
I hereby submit my defence of 
The right to like . . . 
what I like 
by AR~ STOVER 
I'm rather ,tired of the way that intellectual snobs (henceforth termed 
" pseudo-intellectuals" ) continually look down their collective noses whenever I 
express my likes or my dislikes about some "art form" . Just because my tastes are 
almost universally at variance with the tastes of these self-styled critics and intel-
lectualists, this should have nothing to do with the appreciation of art, but apparently 
it does. 
The fact that I enjoy western movies of the calibre of "High Noon" tele-
vision comedians such as George Gobel, jazz as played by Louis Armstrong, 
the humour and satire of AI Capp, or the music of Elvis Presley (and I include 
the latter merely to show the extent to which this freedom must be carried), should 
not prevent me from appreciating such "art forms" as Bizet's opera "Carmen", a 
Renaissance master-piece by Leonardo do Vinci or one of Moore's modern sculp-
tures; and it doesn ' t . 
However, for the pseudo-intellectuals that many of our colleges and uni-
versities are producing e n masse in this era of assembly-line production the feeling 
is not reciprocal. To the pse udo-intellectual of to day and of every other era, 
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acceptance can be granted only to those art forms which are considered "right" 
and "proper" to accept. No personal standard of vulgar enjoyment is ever estab-
lished; only an authoritarian standard upon which the insecure "intellectual " can 
fall back, defending his stolen opinion by a witty and devastating quotation, 
equally stolen from some other authority. 
When confronted by people of this nature who go into raptures over a 
Salvador Doli painting , quoting copiously from some "expert's" actual feelings an 
the subject, I wonder what vicarious pleasure they feel, what " real" sensat ion of 
colour and harmony is imposed upon their minds and imaginations. I fear that 
they experience very little true feeling . And yet these same people scorn the true 
feeling of enjoyment and harmony that a magazine lithograph may give to millions 
of people, by classifying this feeling as " common", " trivial ", "vulgar" , "low brow". 
To me, at least, it seems far better to gain aesthetic enjoyment from this 
much-maligned " low brow" culture than to pretend to gain enjoyment from an 
equally non-existent and, I fear, equally maligned " high brow" culture. A strange 
parallel may be drawn between the pseudo-music- lover who attends a concert of 
chamber music and sits in his chair, head back, eyes closed, a look of sheer 
delight on his face and nothing but hypocrisy in his mind and the emotionally in-
secure teen-ager who attends a 'rock ' n roll ' session, which he actually abhors, 
gesticulating and gyrating with the rest of the pre-adult crowd mere ly because • it 
is "the thing to do" . 
By the classical standard of Aristotle and Horace great literature is that 
which "delights and / or instructs" . For me an obvious extension of this idea places 
the same limitations on all art forms . 
Also, carrying Plato's metaphysical theory into the world of art forms it 
seems just as possible to me that there is an "ideal" soap opera, musical comedy 
or newspaper column as there is an "ideal" tragedy, painting or architectural 
design and as long as each of these interpretations of the seve1 al art forms strives 
for that "ideal" and fulfils its function of "informing or delighting" it is true art. 
For this reason I shall continue to defend my perference for the homely 
scenes depicted by a Norman Rockwell rather than the majestic canvasses of a 
Michel-Angelo; my preference for a Glenn Miller playing "In the Mood" rather 
than a Glenn Gould rendition of a Bach prelude; my preference for seeing a Jean 
Beliveau skate with almost ballet-like grace rather than see ing the marble per-
fection of "The Discus Thrower"; my preference for a Cecil B. DeMille extravaganza 
rather than one by Christopher Marlowe; and my preference for George Bernard 
Shaw rather than Shakespeare . 
Certainly this list of preferences will label me for all time as a "low brow" 
but the s~rprising thing about it all is the number of intelligent people that one 
finds in the same classification . 
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A LETTER FROM .HOME 
... CLYDE WENTZELL 
Dear Son: 
Since you hove written us your impressions of the Christian College that you 
ore now attending we feel that we should express our feelings regarding the 
Christian College that has you as one of its students. 
We think that it is hardly fair either to a college or to Christianity to refer 
to a college as a Christian College. The fact that it is owned and operated by a 
church does not make it Christian in the strict sense of the word . Let us refer to 
it, then, as a Church-suppo1 ted College. As such then, you hove a right to expect 
to receive your education "among Christian influences". You hove a right to ex-
pect this and a right to expect that the staff is mode up of men and women who 
ore Christians. 
However, even a college staffed com9letely by Christians and attended solely 
by Christian students is Christian only in so for as each individual on that campus 
is committed to Christ . 
A Church-supported College "aims to educate men and women among 
Christian influences". It thus becomes the task of the Church to place men and 
women on the campus who will exert this influence. In general this refers to the 
staff and students. In particular this refers to you, son. 
The Church and we at home hove nurtured you, as best we could, in the 
Christian faith. Now we hove placed you, as a student, on a campus not only that 
yOLl might benefit by its Christian influences but also that you might become a 
port of those influences. 
It is one of the greatest of miracles that God chose men to be his witnesses. 
And whether you like it or not, son, other students will look upon you and judge 
by you our Christianity. 
This is on unfortunate situation. It is unfortunate because you ore bound 
to err, and men judge this erring as erring Christianity. It is this that causes us to 
make on apology for our own actions. Christianity, however, needs no apology. 
For Christianity does not rise and fall with the individual. The lamentable thing, 
from our point of view, is that men foil to see this. Instead, men look at you and, 
on account of you, accuse Christ . 
If you will focus your vision on the source of all Christian influences on the 
campus, your Church-supported College will hove more significance for everyone 
than it ever hod before. For, on account of this, students will see in you a Christian 
influence on the campus. To this task Christ has called you, son, as a student. 
The Church has always been looking for someone to be a Christian 
influence on its college campuses. You ore a Christian . . . and you ore there, 
son .. . 
Sincerely, 
Mom and Dod. 
P.S. Merry Christmas, son! 
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COATS - SUITS - DRESSES SPORTSWEAR - ACCESSORIES 
~A~ 
48 King Street West 
For Smartly Styled 
Campus Clothes 
It's JACK FRASER'S 
15 KING EAST 
Kitchener 
For EVERYTHING in 
MUSIC AND RECORDS 
- visit -
PAU L BERG ' S 
MUSIC CENTRE 
7 City Hall Square, Kitchener 
'Pea,e ~~ ~tmtted 
DYERS DRY CLEANERS 
GARMENT STORAGE RUG SHAMPOOERS 
Phone SH. 5-4735 
FOR TH E FINEST FUELS 
call 
SH. 2-7537 or SH . 5-9372 
KITCHENER COAL COMPANY LIMITED 
223 Courtland Ave. East 
" OUR FUEL MAKES WARM FRIENDS" 
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DIAL 1490 INFORMATION 
CKCR- Radio 
"THE VOICE OF THE TWIN CITIES" 
Kitchener-Waterloo 
ENTERTAINMENT- 18 HOURS DAILY 
When it comes to printing -
come to 
o.t9~1NT-CRAFT LIMITED 
277 LANCASTER ST. W. KITCHENER 
PHONE SH 5-5483 
A complete printing service .. . 
Offset & Letterpress 
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INDUSTRY IN CANADA NEEDS YOUNG 
CANADIANS WITH UNIVERSITY BACK-
GROUNDS, FOR ITS KEY POSITIONS. THE 
EDUCATION YOU ARE GETTING TODAY 
WILL SERVE YOU AND OUR COUNTRY 
TOMORROW. 
DOMINION~ INDUSTRIES LIMITED 
For clothes that ore classics 
visit 
SOU~ 
QUALITY AND SERVICE 
Since 1909 

